an Indian while carrying out nefarious deeds. Through the process of thematic borrowing, Rapée identifies the Indians as pawns of white characters, thereby weakening the 'brutal savage' association and clarifying their complex identity amid a film built from otherwise simple archetypes.
The story
The Iron Horse deals with the construction of the transcontinental railroad, recalling, as Fox advertised, 'the thrills of terror which surged into the hearts of civilization's advance guard when the war whoops of the Sioux and the Cheyennes shrilled in their ears'.
1 Within the confines of a railroad story, the film follows the adventures of Davy Brandon, whose shrewd father, David, envisioned a railroad uniting America's East and West. After finding an ideal route through the Black Hills, Davy's father is murdered by a two-fingered 'Indian' named Deroux -a white man in disguise. Years after the murder, Davy reappears as a Pony Express rider being chased by Indians. Seeking refuge on a passing train, he encounters Miriam Marsh, his childhood sweetheart. After a brief reunion, Miriam's father Thomas, the Union Pacific contractor, grants Davy a surveying position. White-Deroux here returns to the story, as he owns land on which the railroad is progressing. Deroux is concerned that Davy will foil his plans to sell the information of the mountain passage at a high price by offering up these details. In order to prevent this knowledge from surfacing, Deroux conspires with Miriam's fiancé and engineer for the Union Pacific, Mr Jesson, in a plot to kill Davy. After a failed murder attempt, Davy exposes Jesson and defeats Deroux, who again dresses as an Indian during a raid on the tracklayers. In the conclusion of this Western epic, Davy and Miriam reunite as an embodiment of the tracks of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific joining at Promontory Point, Utah.
William Fox intended to capitalize on, and surpass, the popularity of the previous year's blockbuster, The Covered Wagon, by producing a Western of massive scope shot on location throughout the American Southwest. An advertisement that ran in the Los Angeles Times declared, 'If you thrilled over The Covered Wagon your enthusiasm will know no bounds when you see The Iron Horse.'
2 In an effort to exceed the grandeur of The Covered Wagon, Fox enlisted Ford and allotted him 'the largest budget of any Fox picture to date, $450,000'.
3 By the time production began on New Year's Eve 1923, Ford had already directed at least 50 films -41 of which were Westerns -but had yet to land himself
